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Ready for Roon? 

Are you ready for the next step? Ready for the simplest of operations, for seamless and stable audio system convergence and an unsurpassable sound  
experience? Then get ready, because with the new MBL ROON MODULE you get exactly that.

By-gone are the days when simple operation and high-end sound were not synonymous. Also, a thing of the past are the times when you had to operate  
your high-end music system separately from other systems in your home. With Roon, everything merges together and can be managed within a single  
app on your smartphone or tablet.

And just as your system evolves, so does access to your music. No more separate playlists, nor switching between local music files and streaming.  
Everything is one, with simple operation at your fingertips. Different music formats your hardware does not recognize?  
No longer a problem, Roon detects the possibilities of the hardware and adapts the signal to the highest possible quality – smoothly and consistently.

All the advantages of Roon and much more are available as you can now combine it with the outstanding sound of an MBL system.  
The MBL ROON MODULE is a hardware device developed by MBL’s engineering team that you can add as an option to your CD player or DA converter  
and works together with any Roon server within your LAN. 
 
And from that point on it means just one thing: enjoy.  
Enjoy your music and enjoy fantastic ease of operation. At last!

Highlights 

• seamless interaction of Roon with MBL devices 

• high-end sound with the simplest of operation 

• multiple audio formats  
(automatic on-the-fly conversion, when needed) 

• automatic metadata database with detailed  
information about the music 

• individual control of separate rooms or groups 

• carefully implemented hardware design with galvanic  
isolation of all components and groups


